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1. Introduction

The formation and study of carbon and hydrocarbon species on

single crystal transition metal surfaces is important to a

mechanistic understanding of catalytic methanation and Fischer-

Tropech synthesis (1). This has motivated many studies of the

adsorption and decomposition of ethylene and acetylene on metal

surfaces, by many different techniques, including laser induced

desorption (LID), low energy electron diffraction (LEED), infra red

(IR), temperature programmed desorption (TPD), Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES), ultraviolet and x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (UPS and XPS), and high resolution electron energy

loss spectroscopy (HREELS) (recent works can be found in refs. 2-

4). Similar techniques have been used to study the catalytic

methanation reaction, 3Ht + CO - CH 4 + HsO [5, 6 and references

therein].

Of these many techniques, AES has been particularly useful for

determining the total carbon coverage (2,5,7], and also for

characterizing the surface carbon (carbidic or graphitic) (5,6j,

which appears at higher temperatures in the decomposition of

hydrocarbons or methanation on the surface. AES has, however, the

potential to provide much more, namely, chemical and bonding

information on some of the intermediates in hydrocarbon fragments

or in methanation. The C KVV Auger line shape, for example, should

reflect the type of C-metal bonding (e.g. e or di-a bonding) of

small hydrocarbons to the surface, as well as indicate something

about the nature of various CHx species. Despite all of the other

techniques utilized, it remains difficult to unambiguously

determine the chemical nature, the mode of bonding, and the



geometry of the adsorbed molecules, so that additional supporting

information from AES might be extremely useful.

ARS has not realized its full potential because of the

complexity in quantitatively interpreting the various Auger line

shapes, not because of the lack of AES data. Auger line shapes

have been reported for several chemisorbed systems. Salmeron et

al. [] reported AES data for chemisorbed atoms (0, S. N, and C) on

Cu, Ni, and Fe, and noted the presence of features due to

interatomic transitions involving deexcitation of the initial

adsorbate core hole from electrons in the substrate valence band.

Netzer [91 reviewed the literature on ABS of chemisorbed molecules

as of 1981, summarizing the data for CO, NO, NH,, CsH4, CaN,, and

C6 H& chemisorbed on metal surfaces. He noted the presence of

intermolecular features in the spectra, and the decrease in the

hole-hole repulsion energies of the intramolecular features. He

also indicated the need for a level of interpretation beyond the

"fingerprinting" technique to understand the changes introduced by

the presence of the substrate and the surface chemical bond. More

recently Kamath et al. (10] reported C, N, and 0 KVV Auger

derivative (dN(E)/dE) "fingerprints" for Os, H3O, CHiOH, HCHO, CO.

Ns, NH3, CH3NHa, and (CH3)sNH chemisorbed on Ni, Cu, Pd, or Ag.

Houston et al. [6) reported the "carbidic" and "graphitic" Auger

line shapes for the surface species arising from the reaction of CO 0

with Ni(100) and Ni(Ill) at different temperatures. Most relevant 0

to the present work, Koel (4,111 has recently presented the C KVV

line shapes for CH4 on Ni(100) at a temperature of 100 K and the

various decomposition products at 250, 300, and 600 K. He noted

that the ethylenic line shape at 100 K and carbidic line shape at lee
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600 K are very similar to those for ethylene and methane,

respectively, except for large energy shifts [4].

Recently, we reported detailed and quantitative

interpretations of the C KVV Auger line shapes of graphite [121,

diamond (131, and polyethylene t141, and for the gas phase

molecules, methane, ethane, ethylene, benzene, and cyclohexane

[151. These interpretations revealed the presence of satellites

arising from resonant excitation, initial-state shake, and final-

state shake. The principal line shape also revealed the presence

of hole-hole correlation effects. These complexities make it

understandable why the line shapes for the chemisorbed species were

not previously interpreted in detail. However, we are now in a

position to provide near quantitative interpretations of these line

shapes.

We present detailed interpretations of the ethylenic,

acetylenic, and graphitic C KVV Auger line shapes in this work. An

interpretation of the carbidic line shapes will be published

elsewhere [161. The most significant results of this work can be

summarized briefly as follows:

1) Although the adsorbate vs. comparable gas phase Auger line

shapes exhibit some similar features, the line shapes are largely

shifted in energy and are the sum of very different principal and

satellite components due to screening via charge transfer from the

metal.

2) The a and n bonds, which bond the adsorbate to the substrate,

is reflected directly in the Auger line shape of the adsorbate.



2. The ethylene vs. ethylentc line shapes.

2.a. The ethylene line shape

We have interpreted the gas-phase ethylene line shape

previously [151. The experimental KVV line shape [171, our

theoretical result, and the various components are shown in Fig. Is

and summarized in Table 1. We refer to the satellite components as

the ke-vve, kv-vvv, and k-vvv components, arising from resonant

excitation, initial-state shake, and final-state shake,

respectively. The notation here indicates'the particles in the

initial and final state before and after the hyphen. The "k"

refers to the initial Is core hole, the "e" to the resonantly-

excited bound electron, and the "v* to a valence hole created

either by the shakeoff process or by the Auger decay. We use kvv

to indicate the principal or normal Auger contribution to

differentiate it from the total KVV experimental line shape. We

use kvv rather than k-vv to be consistent with that used

historically.

The principal kvv line shape is obtained by applying the

expression (151,

N(E) = B Eet,[Ri R1, Pti A(E+6AJ.,AUaa.,PiPi,)1. (1)

Here A is the Cini expression [181,

A(E+Az,,AUa%,,PI,Pt,) =

.. __n P_ ______ _, (2)

(I-AUrAt. r(E)II + [MUa, " Pigpn-11

applied to the self-fold of the one-electron density of states (DOS

- PI),

PISPI, Z fpj(E-c)pj,(c) dc. (3)

The sum is over the components 11' (i.e. the a.Sr., e.tc,, ustw,
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ap*w, and lS* components). The atomic Auger matrix elements, Pkti,

are obtained from experimental and theoretical results for neon.

The relative magnitudes utilized in this work are Pka, 0.8, Pkap

a 0.5, and Pap, a 1.0 as reported previously (19). I(S) is the

Hilbert transform of the DOS and the Ri are core hole screening

factors as defined below.

In eqs. (1) and (2), AU is the effective final state hole-hole

correlation parameter equal to the difference between the one-

center and two-center repulsion integrals (i.e. Ui-Uis), and 6 is

the effective hole-hole repulsion for completely delocalized holes

roaming about the entire molecule [15]. AUa&,, 
6
a-, and the

normalization constant B are obtained empirically from the best fit

of eq. (1) to the experimental line shape. The subscripts x' on

the AU and 6 parameters are to make explicit that these parameter

vary with the nature of the orbital combination; i.e. we allow just

three different AU's and 6's, namely for the aa, an, and r

contributions.

We have shown previously (201 that in covalent systems,

intermediate levels of localization can occur. The holes may

localize from a molecular oribtal to a "cluster" orbital, or

further to a bond orbital. A simple examination of the MO's for

the alkenes suggests strongly that the appropriate local orbital is

the planar arrangement of three spa bond orbitals about a single

carbon atom for the a bands, and a single p orbital for the n bands

(151. In light of the above, the AU's can be interpreted in this

work as the difference between the hole-hole repulsion when two

holes are localized on the same local (cluster or atomic) orbital



verses when they are localized on different neighboring local

orbitals.

The DOS for ethylene was obtained empirically from x-ray

emission (XES) 121) and XPS t221 data in a procedure described

previously (151. Briefly the XIS spectra reflect the op and w DOS,

the XPS spectra reflect primarily the . DOS (actually a.+

(l/14)(a+n)) (231. The DOS components were weighted to provide an

electronic configuration of .t .*.

The factors Ri in eq.(1) are to make our theory consistent

with the previously derived final state rule for Auger line shapes

(241. The final state rule indicates that 1) the shape of the

individual 11' contributions should reflect the DOS in the final

state, and 2) the intenuity of each II' contribution should reflect

the electron configuration of the initial state (24). For the kvv

line shape, the final state is without the core hole. We assume

that the DOS in the final state and ground state are similar, so

the spectral shape should reflect the ground DOS. However, the

initial state in the kvv process has a core hole, therefore the

relative intensities should reflect the electron configuration of

the initial-core-hole (CHS) state. The Ri factors are defined,

Ri : Pcvs,i(c)dc/ jpi(c)dc,

to include this effect. In systems where a single I component

dominates the core screening, such as in the chemisorbed species,

these Ri factors can significantly alter the total line shape. In

ethylene, all 1 components change similarly, so that the Ra factors

can be ignored (151.

A resonant Auger satellite arises when Auger decay occurs in

the presence of a localized electron, which can be created by



resonant excitation into an exoitonto or bound state upon creation

of the core hole (251. The excited electron can either be a

spectator to the Auger decay or participate in it, producing the

ke-vve or ke-v contributions, respectively.

The resonant line shapes can be obtained from the one-electron

DOS. The spectator case has a two-hole final state so that a self-

fold of the DOS is appropriate. Correlation effects can again be

introduced by utilizing the Cini expression. However, the

spectator electron can screen the two holes and reduce the hole-

hole repulsion. In this work we assume correlation effects are

negligible in the ke-vve satellite so that its line shape is given

simply by the DOS self-fold (151. The ke-v satellite has just one

final state hole, so its line shape is given accurately by the one-

electron DOS. Like for the kvv line shape, energy shifts to higher

binding energy are again required [151. de-ve. is approximately

equal to U1. - Uk. and 6k.., to Ee + Uk. Here Uke and U,. are

equal to the core- (or valence-) hole, excited-electron attraction

energy, and E. is the excited-electron binding energy in the

absence of the core hole. E. 4 Uk. is the binding energy in the

presence of the core hole.

Initial-state shake, kv-vvv, satellites arise when Auger decay

occurs in the presence of a localized valence hole, which was

created via the shake-off process during the initial ionization

[26). We have determined previously that the line shape for the

kv-vve satellite in alkenes can be approximated by a self-fold of

the DOS, but with twice the AU and 6 parameters (15].

Final-state shake. k-vvv, satellites arise when Auger decay

occurs simultaneously with shakeoff of a valence hole [26]. The



energy required for the shakeoff process decreases the kinetic

energy of the Auger electron, so that the k-vvv satellite appears

as a rather structureless contribution over a wide range of

energies near the bottom of the total line shape. We have utilized

[15] a function due to Bethe to approximate this lineshape. In

general, one can expect approximately the same amount of final-

state as initial-state shake, so that these two satellite

contributions should have comparable intensity t15).

Table I summarizes the results found previously for ethylene

(15). Note that the kvv principal component accounts for only

about half of the total KVV line shape. The kv-vve and k-vvv

shakeoff satellites have almost equal intensity, which is about

equal to the probability for shakeoff. The d's for the kvv

contribution are relatively large, around 10 eV. dt.-,.. is

reduced to 3 ev due to the screening of the rt electron as

indicated above. 6t.-, , which as indicated above should be equal

to the binding energy of the nt orbital in the presence of a core

hole, is 7 eV, consistent with that indicated by core-hole

absorption spectra [15].

2.b The ethylenic line shape

The chemisorption of ethylene at low temperatures is molecular

for most metal surfaces. HREELS of molecular ethylene have been

reported for Pt(I11), Pd(111), Pd(100), Rh(111). Ag(110), Ru(100),

Cu(lO0), Fe(110), Fe(111), Ni(lil), Ni(1ll0), and Ni(5(111)x(100))

(see refs. 1-11 in [31), as well as for Ni(OO) 12,31. The

molecule is believed to lie bonded with the C=C bond parallel to

the surface for all but Ni(11) and Fe(l101 13). It has been shown
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that ethylene chemimorbed over Cu(100), Ag(ll0) and Ni(100) at

lower temperatures retains most of its v character, adsorption over

most of the other surfaces is accompanied by rehybridization and

di-a bonding to the substrate 131. Multiple scattering Xa

calculations t271 for ethylene on Ni(100), modeled by a 10-atom Ni

cluster, reveals that charge donation occurs from the Call "

orbital to a Ni ela orbital, and corresponding back-donation of

charge into the C2H4 ' orbital. The Ni levels near the Fermi

energy are virtually unaffected, the valence a orbitals appear to

uniformly shift to higher binding energy by about 1.5 eV, the r

orbital remains nearly unshifted 1211.

The above indicates that the Auger line shape reported by Koel

[11) for ethylene chemisorbed on Ni(l00) at 100K (see Fig. 1)

corresponds to that for n-bonded molecular ethylene. The Auger

data reported by Koel was x-ray excited to reduce beam damage

effects. The line shape given in Fig. I results after a linear

background has been sub tracted, and an inelastic and elastic

backscattered spectrum has been deconvoluted from the raw data

14,111. Details of this normal Auger data treatment have been

given several times before (281. This deconvolution procedure is

necessary to remove the large secondary electron and extrinsic-loss

contributions which appear in any line shape taken from a solid.

This data treatment is not necessary for line shapes taken from

gases [15). The similarity in spectral line shape between the

extrinsic and intrinsic (i.e. the k-vvv process) loss contributions

means that all of the k-vvv satellite contribution is unavoidably

removed from an experimental KVV line shape for the solid.



We will model the ethylenic one-electron DOS by using th! )OS

obtained previously (151 for gas phase ethylene. 'e will include

the Auger contributions arising because of the paetial electron

occupation of the it orbital in the chemisorbed state by including

separate VV, Vrf, and aas' contributions, where V irdicates

collectively the normally ocoupied valence orbitals.

The VV contribution should be directly relatabl,- t^ that

utilized for gas phase ethylene. However, a major difference

arises because, in the final state, charge transfer from the

substrate into the nt orbital occurs to screen the two or three

holes left by the Auger or shakeoff-Auger process. This charge

transfer into the ns orbital is known to occur for CO and NO

chemisorbed on metals [29], and it has been indicated earlier for

other unsaturated [30] and even saturated (31] molecules. This

charge transfer has the affect of decreasing the AU and 8

parameters; the transferred charge playing the role of the

resonantly excited electron in the gas phase as reflected in the

resonant satellite. Indeed, the line shape for the principal kvv

contribution to the VV component should be similar to the ke-vve

line shape for ethylene, i.e. a DOS self-fold with AU = 0.

Resonant satellites do not appear in the VV contribution

because Keol excited it with Mg Ka non-resonant x-rays [111.

However the Vsws contribution should be similar to the ke-v

contribution for ethylene gas since both should reflect the one-

electron ethylene DOS. We must fold the ethylene DOS, Peth, with

the n' DOS. In the LCAO-MO approximation, the we orbital mixes

with much of the Ni 3d valence band [32), indeed the hole left by

the Auger decay involving the rs orbital probably ends up in the
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Ni. Therefore we fold p with the Ni 3d DOS an obtained from band

calculations [331, and as indicated in Fig. 2a.

Finally an mentioned above, Salmeron et al. [8 and Netzer [9]

have noted the presence of "inter" -atomic or -molecular features

near the top of most Auger line shapes of chemisorbed line shapes.

These are again probably facilitated through an intra-atomic niar

Auger process, but which ultimately appears inter-atomic in

character because both holes end up on the substrate. Thus we

model the wsrs line shape by utilizing the Ni LsVV Auger line shape

[341. This line shape reflects a self-fold of the d-DOS, but with

significant correlation effects consistent with the Cini-expression

[35). The Ni LsVV line shape is shown in Fig. 2b on a two-hole

binding energy scale relative to the vacuum. This was obtained

from the experimental kinetic energy scale utilizing an Ls binding

energy of 855 eV and a work function of 5 eV [35]. This line shape

was utilized unshifted for the VV component in Fig. lb.

Each of the three components (i.e. the VV, Vrs, rin
2

components) will also have a kv-vvv satellite contribution. The

kv-vvv satellite contribution to VV should be similar to the kvv

contribution in ethylene gas (i.e. the kve-vvve line shape in the

chemisorbed molecule should be similar to the kvv line shape in the

gas). The kv-vvv line shapes for the Vn* and nn' components were

assumed to be the same as the principal kvv contributions. A

constant energy shift (i.e. 14 eV) to higher binding energy to

account for the larger repulsion of the 3 final state holes in the

kv-vvv process was included for all three components . The kv-vvv

satellite was fixed at 20% of the kvv contribution for all three

components. The energy shift and the 20% relative intensity of the
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kv-vvv satellite was determined to give optimal agreement with

experiment. A final-state shake k-vvv satellite contribution does

not exist in the ethylenic line shape because it has been

substracted out in the background and deconvolution processes as

mentioned above.

Table I summarizes the individual components. The total

theoretical line shape was generated by a linear least squares fit

of the three (i.e. the VV, Vr', iTe'7) components to experiment.

Fig. lb shows each component and compares the total theoretical

line shape with the experimental one. The agreement between theory

and experiment is good; all features present in the experimental

line shape appear also in the theory with nearly the same energy

and relative intensity, except for the feature around 26 eV which

is a little too large in the theory. This is comparable to the

peak at around 40 eV in ethylene gas (see Fjg. Is) where the theory

is similarly too large. In the gas phase, this over-estimate was

attributed to the absence of multiplet effects in the theory. This

may also be the problem for chemisorbed ethylene, although these

effects are expected to be reduced because of the screening charge

transfer from the substrate.

The relative intensities of the four components can be

understood within the final state rule, as defined above. The

electronic configuration per carbon atom in the ground state of the

chemisorbed ethylene, assuming charge neutrality, is nominally

a'n
t
°:r'', where the x indicates the n bonding and n* back-bonding

charge transfer involved in the interaction with the metal

substrate. Upon creation of the core hole, we assume the valence

electronic configuration, again assuming charge neutrality, becomes
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vsv5"6V or V4nsy, where y in the net charge transfer in the

presence of the initial core hole. The relative intensities of the

components, V: Vns: R*s" should then be 16:8:yI, or upon

including the Pk,, matrix elements 13:7y:y'. best agreement with

the results obtained from the fit to the experimental lineshapes as

reported in Table I i obtained when yml.3, which gives relative

intensities of 55:38:7 (total normalized to 100) compared to

56:34:10 in Table 1. The 1.3 total electron transfer is consistent

with the 1.3 core hole screening electrons found in benzene as

determined from ab-initio theoretical calculations (121.

3. The *acetylenic" line shapes

The line shapes for ethylene at 250 and 300 K, obtained by

Koel[Ill and shown in Fig. 3, are different from those at 100 K,

suggesting either decomposition of the ethylene or at least

rearrangement on the surface. HRERLS [2,31 data indicates that

Just below 250 K, Cals decomposes into CsH. + Hs, the C2aH existing

as di-a bonded acetylene on the surface of Ni(100). This still

leaves the basic ethylene backbone (i.e. one C-C n bond); however,

now two a adsorbate-substrate (C-M) bonds are involved instead of a

single w C-M bond as at 100 K. Thus we anticipate that the Auger

line shape is composed of three components as above, only now we

label them the VV, Va, and va components. The VV component is

exactly as that found above, but the av component should be

different from the ,'ng component.

We approximate the C-H a bonding DOS by utilizing the DOS for

transition metal carbides, in this case that for C chemisorbed on

Ni. The approximate carbidic DOS can be obtained from two
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different sources. Rossi at al. (361 obtained UPS data for

carbidic overlayers obtained by heating a Ni (111) surface at 200-

250 "C in CO. The difference between the UPS (by a 35 *V? spectra

for the clean and carburimed (0.3 HL carbon) Ni surface is given in

Fig. 2c. This difference spectrum is compared with the LCAO-1O

calculated DOS obtained by Feibelman [371 for a (lxl) overlayer of

C atoms on an 11-layer Ru(O00l) film. The calculated results

indicate that the narrow feature near the Fermi level in both the

empirical and calculated *DOS' is due predominantly to a non-

bonding ps-orbital. The broad feature between 2 and 8 eV arises

primarily from the bonding pop orbitals, and the feature around 11

eV arises mainly from the a orbitals. Reasonable agreement between

the empirical and theoretical DOS is found except for the "s"

feature. It is sharp and around 11 eV in the calculated DOS. very

broad and centered at 15 eV in the empirical DOS. The slow tailing

off of the empirical "a" feature may be an artifact of the

subtraction procedure, but more likely it is due to the presence of

-CH carbene species which are also known to reside on the surface

(161. The carbene species are expected to have the "s" feature at

significantly higher binding energy, thus explaining the tailing

off of the "s" feature in the Rozei data. Comparison of self-folds

with the experimental carbidic Auger line shape [161 suggests that

the s DOS should peak around 13 eV. For the work to be described

below, we will utilize the theoretical DOS, but with the s feature

shifted to 13 eV binding energy.

The self-folds of the theoretical and emp irical DOS are

indicated in Fig. 2d. The self-fold of the theoretical DOS uas

Gaussian broadened by 2 eV. Comparison of the a and no C-M bonding



DOS and the nsn' and we kvv components, as we have approximated

them, indicates very significant differences exist between these

these two chemisorption bonds. Although the dominant feature in

both components falls at 14-16 eV, the we component has significant

contributions down to 40 eV, whereas the nss contribution extends

down to only 20 eV. The large differences in the DOS means that

the cross-folds (i.e. the Ve and VWe) will also be different.

These differences in the component line shapes, and differences in

the relative intensities of each component, we believe are the

reasons for the differences in the total Auger line shapes at 100

and 250 K.

We wish to emphasize the basic differences between the a and r

adsorbate-substrate bonds as we believe they are reflected in the

Auger line shapes. The weak r bond does not significantly alter

the Ni DOS, as suggested by NS-Xa calculations [271, thus it only

provides a means for the charge transfer so that the final state

Auger holes may end up on the substrate Ni atom nearest the

ethylene. Our utilization of the Ni DOS and LjjVV line shape above

reflects this assumption. On the other hand, the stronger a C-M

bonds do alter the Ni DOS, and we assume a carbidic C-N bond

character. Our utilization of the carbidic DOS and self-folds

reflects this assumption.

Our previous studies [38] of the metal-carbide C KVV Auger

line shapes (39,401 have indicated that the hole-hole correlation

effects decrease as the heat of formation of the metal carbides

decreases. Since Ni3C is thermally unstable (i.e. has a negative

heat of formation), the NiaC Auger line shape should have little or

no correlation effects [41-431 , and this is consistent with our



findings [161. Therefore we approximate the three components to

the 250 K Auger line shape by simple folds of the appropriate DOS.

The kv-vvv contributions to the components are approximated also by

simple folds, however consistent with the 100 K spectrum, the kv-

vvv contributions were shifted to 14 &V higher binding energy to

account for the hole-hole repulsion of the 3-hole final state. The

relative intensity of the kv-vvv to kvv components was varied, but

best agreement with experiment was found at 20 %, consistent with

that found for the 100 K spectrum.

The optimal fit of the 3 components, VV, Va, and ar, is shown

in Fig. Ea, the relative intensities and description of each

component is given in Table 1. The ao component was shifted 2 eV

toward the Fermi level to provide better agreement with experiment.

A similar shift was required to give optimal agreement for the

carbide line shapes [161. This shift simply suggests that the

carbide DOS utilized to approximate the aa component must be

shifted by I eV to better approximate the C-M DOS in chemisorbed

systems. Reasonably good agreement is found in Fig. Sa ; however,

not as good as found for the 100 K spectrum shown in Fig. lb. This

may result from the deconvolution process, which is the most

uncertain near the bottom of the spectrum, where most of the

disagreement lies. Alternately, it may result from a breakdown in

our approximation for reasons to be described below.

Comparison of the VV:Vc:ov relative intensities to that found

for VV:V':9r
*
r above reveals a significantly greater substrate-

substrate contribution in the 250 K spectrum. This is to be

expected in the intimately a bonded adsorbate at 250 K, because

even in the ground state some C-M charge transfer occurs.



Quantitatively, the relative fV:Vu:ed component intensities

(28:49:23) suggest an electron configuration per carbon atom in the

core hole state of around (C-CH)P(C-M)2.0 The notation here

indicates that each C atom has 3 electrons shared in C-C and C-

bond orbitals and 2.5 electrons in the C-M bond orbitals. Since

the agreement between the theoretical and experimental line shapes

in Fig. 3a is not real good, a considerable uncertainty exist in

the relative component intensities, and thus in the electronic

configuration above. Nevertheless, this electronic configuration

is plausible if one makes the reasonable assumption that I electron

is shared in each of the C-C, 2 C-H, and C-N bonds in the ground

state, and that 1.5 additional electrons transfer from the

substrate into the C-N bond orbitals in the presence of a C core

hole. The magnitude of this charge transfer is slightly greater

than the 1.3 electrons found for r bonded ethylene above, and is

consistent with the more intimate a bond to acetylene. However, we

cannot be sure that this difference is significant because of

uncertainties in the component intensities here.

The Auger spectrum reported by Koel [111 at 300 K (Fig. 3b) is

different again from that found at 250 K. HREELS data suggests

partial decomposition to a carbene species (CHI, and perhaps also

to acetylide (-CIH), in this temperature region (2,31. Further

heating to 600 K gives yet a different spectrum, which we show

elsewhere (161 is due to sCH on the surface. If the formation of

acetylide is negligible, then the 300 K spectrum should be a sum of

the line shapes for CH and di-a bonded acetylene (-CHzCH&-). We

test this by fitting the experimental 250 and 600 K spectra to the

300 K spectra. Fig 3b shows an excellent fit. Table I shows that

A



the relative intensities are 35% CH and 65% -CHt=CHs-. This

indicates that the formation of acetylide is indeed negligible at

300K, or that the acetylide Auger lineshape can be approximated as

a linear combination of the lineshapes for nCH and -CHt=CHt-. The

latter is unlikely, since acetylide (-C=C-H) has CmC character,

while -CHt=CHv- has C=C character.

4. Graphite

Fig. 4 compares the C Auger line shapes for bulk graphite [121

and graphite chemisorbed on the surface of Ni(ll) [6). The

chemisorbed graphite spectrum was obtained from CO/Ni(III) heated

to 650 K [61. A similar spectrum is obtained upon heating

C3H,/Ni(100) above 650 K 1Il. Both the bulk and chemisorbed

spectra result after background removal and deconvolution of the

loss features as described by Houston et al. [6].

The diffrences in the two graphite spectra can be attributed

to the charge transfer from the substrate to the carbon atom with

the Auger initial-state core-hole just as for ethylene above. We

again fit three components to the chemisorbed spectra, namely the

VV,Vnt, and r
t
r components. We assume the VV component line shape

is the same as that for bulk graphite. The Vw' component is

obtained from a fold of the graphite DOS with the Ni DOS, and the

n'i" component line shape is assumed to be the same as the Ni L23VV

line shape, just as assumed above for ethylene/Ni at 100 K. Table

I summarizes the components, and Fig. 4 shows the optimal fit to

the experimental spectrum. The fit is good except for the region

around 10 eV.

The relative component intensities, VV:VI':n' = 85:11:4 can

again be used to calculate the charge transfer from the Ni
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substrate in the presence of a carbon core hole. We can use the

expression derived above for ethylene, namely 13:7y:yt.

Unfortunately, the relative component intensities above do not

provide a consistent value for the charge transfer, y, as they did

for ethylene. The ratio Vx'?VV gives y a 0.24, while the "In:VV

ratio gives y z 0.78. However, the relative intensity of the neIs

component is very uncertain because around 10 eV, where the R*rt

component dominates, the theoretical and experimental line shapes

are in poor agreement. Therefore, we accept the 0.24 electron

tzinsfer. This is considerably less than for ethylene. We

attribute this decreased charge transfer in graphite to the greater

intra-adsorbate " electron screening expected in a fully developed

two-dimensional monolayer of graphite [12). The decreased

substrate screening also accounts for the lack of a significant

change in the VV component line shape from the bulk line shape. We

have shown previously that the bulk line shape contains significant

correlation effects, with AU of the order of 4 eV in the *a

components [12). Apparently on the surface of Ni, no significant

change in 6U occurs.

5. Discussion and Summary

Comparison of the results summarized in Table 1 and Figs. 1-4

reveals some interesting points. First, note the trend in the

optimum shakeoff intensity, kv-vvv/kvv, found for ethylene vs. that

for the chemisorbed molecules (37% vs. 20%). This intensity ratio

is a direct measure of the probability for the shakeoff "hole" to

remain on the atom with the initial core hole to "witness" the

Auger decay. It is smaller for the adsorbate, obviously because
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the shakeoff "hole" has a significant probably for'escape through

the adsorbate-substrate bond (i.e. electron transfer from the

substrate). Escape before the Auger decay results in a normal kvv

contribution. In bulk graphite, no kv-vvv satellite appears at

all, because the shakeoff hole does not remain on the atom with the

initial core hole, but propagates throughout the graphite [121.

This is still true in the graphitic over layer.

The second point concerns the correlation effects as indicated

by the AU parameter. In the w-bonded ethylene case. AU is zero for

the kvv contribution to the VV and Vn components, but not for the

w'rs component, since in the experimental LeVV Auger line shape

utilized for .n's, AU is known to be around 2,5 eV [341. This may

appear inconsistent at first. However, AU is very dependent on the

spatial arrangement of the two final state holes. The 4sp valence

electrons cannot effectively screen two holes in the relatively

local d orbitals on a single Ni atom (Uit). Holes on two different

Ni atoms MI)O are easily screened. Hence the effective AU (= Uii-

Ui:) in bulk Ni, or in this case for the rn's component, is

significant. In chemisorbed ethylene, the two holes on a single C

sp3 cluster orbital are apparently easily screened by the r and rs

electrons in the adsorbate, hence AU is negligible in the VV

component. Likewise, AU is expected to be small in the Vnt

component. For di-a bonded acetylene, AU is found to be negligible

for all three components. Here AU is zero for the aa component,

because two holes in the more delocalized C-M a bonds are easily

screened by the Ni metallic electrons (38). AU is zero for the VV

and Va components Just as for chemisorbed ethylene.

The correlation effects in the graphitic overlayer are also



very interesting. The VV component is the same as for bulk

graphite, where large correlation effects are present. We

suggested previously 115) that this probably arises because of a

decrease of Uig by screening, leaving AU relatively large. The

small charge transfer from the Ni substrate does not change this in

the overlayer. However, the poor agreement around 10 eV between

the theoretical and experimental lineahapes for the graphitic

overlayer suggests that our approximation of the "* component by

the LatVV Ni lineahape is not a very good one, although it was fine

for chemisorbed ethylene. Fig. 4 suggests that better agreement

would have been obtained if we had utilized a simple fold of the Ni

one-electron DOS, which would have peaked much closer to the Fermi

level. This suggest a most interesting "reverse" (graphite to Ni)

screening process; i.e. when both holes end up on the Ni substrate,

the graphitic overlayer apparently causes AU to be less than for

pure Ni. Although the diffuse Ni a valence electrons cannot

effectively screen two localized d holes, the electrons in the

graphitic w and ws orbitals, which are intimately bonded with the

surface Ni d orbitals, apparently can effectively screen these two

d holes.

We have also indicated previously that the 8 for the kvv

contribution reflects the repulsion of two holes delocalized about

the entire molecule, but that the 6 for the kv-vvv contribution

reflects the repulsion of holes localized on a methyl-like cluster

orbital. This is consistent with the data in Table 2. Upon

chemisorption of the ethylene, the 6 for the kvv contribution

reduces from 9 eV to 0. The electron transferred from the metal

obviously screens very effectively the two holes delocalized about

r



the molecule. However, the 6 for the kv-vvv contribution decr.qises

from 18 eV to Just 14 eV. As one might expect, the transferred

electron cannot effectively screen the two holes localized on a

single methyl-like cluster orbital.

Finally, we should point out a significant difference in

character between the gas phase and chemisorbed hydrocarbon Auger

line shapes. In the gas phasej the C-C and C-H bonds are all

similar in nature, so that delocalized molecular orbital@ are

formed, which are characterized by the global symmetry of the

molecule. However, the Auger line shape reflects only the self-

fold of the DOS, which obscures all but the gross features of these

DOS. Thus, the comparable alkanes and alkenes have very similar

DOS self-folds (e.g. those for ethane vs. ethylene, cyclohexane vs.

benzene, and graphite vs. diamond are surprisingly similar). The

experimental line shapes do reflect significant differences

however. We have shown that this arises because of the different

correlation effects in the aa vs. the nr contributions (i.e. AU is

around 2 eV in the or contributions and 0 in the nn contributions).

But, on the surface, all hole-hole correlation effects are

effectively removed because of the charge transfer from the metal,

so that the experimental line shapes now do reflect primarily the

DOS self-fold. But now the bonds are not all similar, since the C-

H and C-C bonds are very different in character from the C-M (metal

substrate) bonds. In this case some molecular orbitals (MO's) are

localized primarily on the molecular adsorbate, and some on the C-M

adsorbate-substrate bond. Thus the experimental line shape clearly

has regions at higher two-hole binding energy which reflect the

intramolecular MO's and those at lower binding energy which reflect
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the C-H HO's. Furthermore, we have shown that the self-told of the

intramolecular Mo's can be approximated by the DOS self-fold of the

gas phase molecules at least for the case of the weakly * bonded

ethylene. In the case of the di-a bonded acetylene, the

experimental line shape does not agree with the theoretical

lineshape as well an we might have hoped. This way result from a

breakdown in this approximation.

In summary, we have consistently interpreted four different C

KVV Auger line shapes. namely that for ethylene/Ni(100) at 100,

250, and 300 K, and for graphite on Ni(ll). We have shown that

the intra-adsorbate (VV) components reflect the DOS of the gas

phase molecule, or the bulk solid in the case of graphite, so that

the chemisorption bond can be treated independently from the intra-

adsorbate contributions. For ethylene, intra-adaorbate correlation

effects are reduced to zero because of charge transfer from the

substrate, so that the various contributions to the line shape are

significantly differently than for the gas phase. This in fact

makes the Auger line shape for the adsorbate more directly reflect

the molecular DOS than for the gas phase. In graphite, no

significant reduction of the correlation effects is seen on the

surface so that the VV component of the chemisorbed line shape and

the bulk line shape are the same.

Significant adsorbate-substrate Auger components (Vns and .n'n

or Va and ac) are evident. These directly reflect the a or n

chemimorption bond character. The extent of charge transfer from

the metal to the adsorbate, in the presence of a core hole, is seen

directly from the intensities of these components, as well as from

the changes in the VV component line shapes.

j mI
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We suggest that Auger spectrosOopy can be used to find

valuable information about chemisorbed systems, and that it can be

effectively used with Qther spectroscopies in the study of

catalytic reactions and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.
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Table I

Bummary of components comprising the theoretical Auger line shape.

Component Basic Aub 6 IntensityO

Characters (e'l (OV)

VV: kvv A~bPI Us 61(9) 54
kv-vvv .12AU4 26#(181 20
k.-vvv lethe - - 15
ke-vve P*9b*P*%b 0 3 13
ke-v P~b- 7 2

PxHa/Ni(100) -at lOOK--:-n bonded ethylene

VY: kvv ettoh 0 0 45 ~.56
kv-vvv au* 6+5(14)9 11J

Vffs kvv PS M1 0 0 2; 3
kv-vvv 0 14 7'

"BnO kvv Ki La3VV 2.5& 0 a 1
kv-vvv 2.5b 142

CsH./NMOO). at 250 K: di-a bondedacetylene

VV kvv 0 0 22 28

kv-vvv 0 14 6

Va kvv P.Ih
t
Pe.rb 0 039 4

kv-vvv 0 14 t

va kvv PcarbSPC&,6 0 -2' 18 ~'23
kv-vvv 0 12' 5

CaH./Ni(100) *at 300K

CtHe/Ni at 250K: di-a acetylene - - 65
CaHe/Ni at 600K: carbene (CHI) -- 35

COHa/Ni( 111) at.650K: _graphitic

VV kvv bulk C KVV AUj 0 85
kv-vvv -- - 0

Vito hvv P~eb~I 0 0 11
kv-vvv -- - 0

noffs kvv Ni LIVV 2.5k 0 4
kv-vvv --- 0
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&This column indicates the basia source of the component line
shapes, such as a fold (pip) of the indicated density of states
(the DOS of either gas phase ethylene, bulk Ni, NiC, or bulk
graphite), the experimental Auger lineshapes (the Ni LoaVV or bulk
graphite C KVV), or theL theoretical Bethe line shape as described
in Ref. (15)

bThe effective hole-hole correlation parameter in eq. (2).

eThe effective de-localixed hole-hole repulsion parameter in eq.

(2).

'Relative intensity normalized to 100

*Signifies values of 2 eV for the *a orbitals, I eV for the aw, and
0 for the "n.

'Signifies values of 9 eV for the eo and 11 eV for the aw and rr
orbitals. The 9 eV in indicated in parentheses above.

'Signifies values indicated in f above plus 5 eV, providing a
values of 14 eV for the a orbitals.

'Although the experimental Ni LaVV Auger lineshape was utilized,
the effective AU has been shown to be around 2.5 eV, see Ref. 35.

'The av component was moved 2 eV closer to the Fermi level for

optimal alignment; see text.

JAlthough the experimental C KVV Bulk graphite Auger lineshape was
utilized, the effective AU's have been shown (Ref. 15) to be the
same as for gas phase ethylene, which are indicated in e above.

kAs indicated in h above, the effective AU in the experimental Ni

La3VV lineshape is 2.5 eV; however, Fig. 4 suggests that it should
be much smaller. In the text, we attribute this indicated decrease
to reverse (i.e. graphite to Ni) electron screening in the Auger
final state.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I a) Comparison of the C 1W experimental and theoretical

Auger line shapes for ethylene gas as reported previously

JJB)j The various contributiona (kvv, kv-vvv, k-vvv, ke-

v, ke-evv) were obtained as described in the text and in

ref. 15, and are summarized in Table 1.

b) Comparison of the experimental and theoretical Auger

line shapes for ethylene ohemisorbed on Ni(100) at 100 K

(n-bonded ethylene). The experimental data was obtained

by Koel (111. The three component (VV, Vf
t
, nrwa) line

shapes were obtained an described in the text and

summarized in Table 1. The relative intensities were

obtained by least squares fit to the experimental data.

Fig. 2 a) The calculated Ni bulk density of states as obtained

from ref. 33 and utilized here to represent the r'

adsorbate-substrate DOS

b) The experimental LtsVV Auger lineshape of Ni metal

[34,35] (i.e. the i'n' component).

c) Comparison of the empirical Ni carbide DOS as

obtained by Rozei [361 from photoemission data and by

Feibelman [371 from theory as described in the text, and

utilized here to represent the a adsorbate-substrate DOS.

d) The self-folds of the empirical and theoretical

carbide DOS (i.e. the aa component). The self-fold of

the theoretical DOS was Gaussian broadened by 2 eV.

Fig. 3 a) Comparison of the experimental [11I and theoretical

Auger line shapes for ethylene on Ni(100) at 250 eV (di-a



bonded acetylene). The three component (VV, V, &a) line

shapes were obtained as described in the text and

summarized in Table 1. The relative intensities were

obtained by least squares fit to the experimental data.

b) Same as the above except for ethylene on Ni(100) at

300 K. The two components are the experimental line

shapes obtained at 250 K (di-a bonded acetylene) and at

600 K (CH).

Fig. 4. Comparison of the experimental (6] and theoretical Auger

line shapes for chemisorbed graphite on Ni(I11). The

component (VV. Vrs, and no"$) line shapes were obtained

as described in the text and summarized in Table 1. The

relative intensities were obtained by least squares fit

to the experimental line shape.
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